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Abstract—Mobile edge computing (MEC) allows one to over-
come a number of limitations inherent in cloud computing,
although achieving the broad range of security requirements
in MEC settings remains challenging. In this paper, we focus
on achieving mutual authentication with anonymity and un-
traceability, as this is crucial in ensuring data security and user
privacy. Specifically, we design an identity-based anonymous au-
thenticated key agreement protocol for the MEC environment. The
proposed protocol achieves mutual authentication in only a single
message exchange round, as well as assures both user anonymity
and un-traceability. We then evaluate the security and performance
of the protocol, and demonstrate that it achieves the required se-
curity properties and outperforms prior approaches in terms of
communicational and computational costs.

Index Terms—Authentication, mobile edge computing (MEC),
mobile server, un-traceability, user anonymity.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE cloud computing paradigm is maturing, partly evi-
denced by its current adoption by organizations and gov-

ernment agencies and the extension to incorporate Internet of
Things (IoT) devices, edge devices, and fog devices. For exam-
ple, in a cloud-based IoT setting, massive data from a range
of systems and devices (e.g., sensors) are collected, stored,
processed, and analyzed. There are, however, a number of
challenges associated with a cloud-based IoT deployment. For
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Fig. 1. MEC architecture.

example, due to the centralized nature of cloud servers and their
physical location, it can be challenging for remote cloud servers
to respond to real-time requirements, such as in applications re-
quiring low latency, high mobility, and location awareness (e.g.,
augmented reality, vehicular networks, and adversarial settings
such as battlefields).

Mobile edge computing (MEC) is a potential solution
to address the aforementioned limitations, by bringing the
computational activity/capabilities closer to the requesting
devices/users. An early example of the MEC is the platform
offered by Nokia Siemens Networks and IBM (NYSE: IBM),
which is designed to run applications on a mobile base station
(BS). In an MEC setting, MEC servers with computing and
storage capabilities are deployed at the edge of the network
(e.g., radio access networks–RAN), as depicted in Fig. 1. This
allows applications to be executed at locations closer to the
service requester, in comparison to the remote cloud server.
The MEC servers also provide user content caching so that
media-rich content can be delivered to users directly from the
BS; thereby, reducing latency and improving user experience.
In such a setting, significant volume data can be filtered and
pre-processed before transmitting to the cloud server. In other
words, this allows the offloading of computation and storage
tasks from remote cloud servers and thus, reducing communica-
tion congestion. The MEC has been touted as a viable approach
to meet the strict low-latency requirement in 5G networks [1].

For an MEC ecosystem to be established, security and privacy
are two critical challenges that must be taken into account by
network operators. In traditional cloud computing platform, data
centers are relatively centralized. This is conducive to achiev-
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ing security and unified management. In the MEC deployment,
however, MEC servers may be deployed by different service
providers at the edge of the network; hence, increasing the risk of
being compromised. Due to the open nature of the wireless net-
works, information transmitted over the communication channel
may be eavesdropped, tampered, intercepted, or replayed by ma-
licious attackers or unauthorized users; consequently, resulting
in user privacy leakage.

Mutual authentication is one cryptographic mean to verify
the identity of the communicating entities prior to further inter-
action, without sending sensitive user identity information re-
quired for authentication over the insecure channel [2]–[4]. This
can be achieved using anonymous authenticated key agreement
(AAKA) protocol, which prevents the disclosure of user private
information while ensuring the authenticity of their identities, as
well as producing a common session key to facilitate subsequent
communication.

To design AAKA protocols in the MEC environment, there
are several challenges that must be addressed due to MEC
network-specific characteristics. For example, the authentica-
tion scheme must be sufficiently lightweight for deployment
on mobile devices. In existing literature, lightweight authenti-
cation schemes were usually realized with symmetric crypto-
graphic tools (e.g., message authentication code and symmetric
encryption). However, as Wang and Wang [5] and Ding et al. [6]
pointed out, symmetric cryptography is not adequate in ensuring
user anonymity. In addition, traditional public key infrastructure
(PKI) is also not suitable for MEC deployment due to its com-
plex public key certificate management. Identity-based cryptog-
raphy appears to be a desirable option, since the user’s public key
is based on his/her identity information (email address, social
security, or driver license number, etc.). Another challenge in the
MEC environment is that mobile users need to switch between
multiple MEC servers frequently, for example when traveling
between counties, cities, states, and/or countries. It is not only
inconvenient but also insecure to transmit personal information
to each MEC server for registration and login. Single-sign-on
(SSO) approaches allow user’s access to multiple servers with-
out the need to re-register with different username and password
for each server. Therefore, a user-friendly AAKA protocol for
MEC should support SSO functionality. Moreover, due to the
instability of the wireless networks, it is desirable that users and
MEC servers can authenticate each other without involving an
online trusted third party.

Our key contribution in this paper is the proposed identity-
based AAKA protocol suitable for MEC environment, which
is designed to achieve both user anonymity and un-traceability.
The new protocol also achieves mutual authentication and secure
key agreement with only one round message exchange. In our
approach, the MEC servers do not hold private information of
any mobile user and a mobile user can log on multiple MEC
servers with only one registration with a trusted registration
center (RC). Moreover, the protocol is carefully designed so that
there is no need for a trusted third party during the authentication
process.

In Section II, we will present related literature on the ar-
chitecture, edge computing related security and privacy issues,
and existing AAKA protocols. In Section III, we introduce rele-
vant mathematical preliminaries. The network framework, secu-
rity definition, and security model are described in Section IV.

Section V describes the proposed AAKA protocol, whose secu-
rity is analyzed in Section VI. Specifically, we prove the security
of the protocol under the defined security model (presented in
Section IV), as well as demonstrating how the new protocol
meets all desirable security requirements and is resilient to var-
ious attacks. A comparison of security properties between the
proposed scheme and schemes in [7] and [8] is also presented.
We also evaluate the performance of the protocol, in terms of
communication and computational costs of our protocol and
compare it with those of [7] and [8]. Section VIII concludes the
paper.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

An MEC [9], [10] is closely related to fog computing (intro-
duced by Cisco System in 2013) [11]–[13]. Both paradigms and
mobile cloud computing (MCC) share the same goal; namely,
to extend cloud services to the edge of the network and improve
the quality of service in mobile networks, such as in IoT ap-
plications. A comparative summary of MEC, edge computing,
and fog computing, in terms of security threats, challenges, and
promising solutions is presented by Roman et al. [14]. Readers
interested in security and privacy issues relating to fog com-
puting, MCC, and MEC are also referred to [15]–[17] and [18]
and [19], respectively. A commonality in these literature is the
need for secure authentication mechanism. Here, we review a
number of identity-based authentication protocols proposed for
edge computing environment or mobile networks.

Yang and Chang [20] designed an identity-based AKA
scheme for mobile devices, based on elliptic curve cryptosys-
tem (ECC). However, Yoon and Yoo [21] demonstrated that
the scheme is not secure against impersonation attack and does
not provide perfect forward secrecy. Cao et al. [22] proposed
a pairing-free identity-based AKA protocol with minimal mes-
sage exchanges. However, similar to the scheme of Yang and
Chang, Cao et al.’s scheme does not support user anonymity
and un-traceability.

Tsai and Lo [7] proposed another identity-based authenti-
cation scheme for distributed MCC services. In their setting,
mobile users and service providers register with a trusted third
party (i.e., smart card generator–SCG), who produces long-term
secret keys for each mobile user and service provider. Their
protocol utilizes time consuming bilinear pairings, but the com-
putation of bilinear mapping is executed by service providers,
which usually have relatively powerful computing ability. The
protocol is claimed to be privacy-aware. However, it was later
pointed out by Jiang et al. [23] that it does not withstand the
service provider impersonation attack and fails to achieve mu-
tual authentication. Other design flaws are also pointed out.
Jiang et al., however, did not present any mitigation solution,
although potential solutions were presented in [8], [24], and[25].

Yang et al. [26] proposed an efficient handover authentication
scheme with user anonymity and un-traceability for MCC. In
their protocol, a user is assigned a number of pseudo-IDs, as well
as a family of secret keys corresponding to each pseudo-ID. This
key pre-distribution process is executed by an Access Service
Network-Gateway (ASN-GW). Their scheme is based on the
elliptic curve cryptography and no bilinear pairing is required.
However, the ASN-GW needs to generate a large number of
pseudo-IDs for each registered user, and any mobile user has
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to store many pseudo-IDs and the corresponding secret keys. It
is, hence, impractical for mobile devices with limited storage
capacity.

Ibrahim [27] proposed an edge-fog authentication scheme for
fog computing environment, which allows any fog user and fog
node to authenticate each other. In their protocol, the secure
channel between the registration authority and mobile users is
established using PKI, while the communication between mo-
bile users and fog nodes is protected using symmetric encryp-
tion. In their setting, fog nodes must store pre-generated secret
keys of all fog users in its domain. This again is not practical, and
does not scale well. In addition, the protocol does not guarantee
anonymity and un-traceability.

He et al. [28] presented an anonymous mobile user au-
thentication protocol for multiserver environment. They used
self-certified public key cryptography in their scheme, which is
essentially identity-based cryptography. Also recently in 2017,
Xiong et al. [29] presented a privacy-aware authentication
scheme for MCC services.

In general, it remains a challenging task to design secure
and efficient privacy-preserving authentication protocols to be
deployed at the edge of the network, as demonstrated by Wang
et al. [30], [31].

III. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

Compared with traditional public key schemes whose secu-
rity based on number-theory assumptions, ECC offers better
performance and achieves the same security level with shorter
key size. For example, an ECC-based cryptographic scheme
with a key length of 160 b can achieve the same security level
with a 1024-b RSA. In addition, identity-based cryptosystem is
often implemented by ECC. Here, is a brief review of ECC and
bilinear map, as well as the complexity assumptions used in the
proposed protocol.

A. Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem and Bilinear Pairings

Let p, q be large prime numbers. An elliptic curve E/Fp

is defined by the equation y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p) while
a, b, x, y ∈ Fp . The set of all the points on the curve together
with a “point at infinity” O form an additive group under the
point addition operation. Let G be a subgroup of order q, and
P is a generator of G. Scalar multiplication is defined as nP =
P + P + · · · + P (n times), where n ∈ Zq .

Let GT be a multiplicative cyclic group of the same order q.
The map e : G × G → GT is said to be an admissible bilinear
map if the following conditions hold.

1) Bilinearity: e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab for all a, b ∈ Zq and
P,Q ∈ G.

2) Non-degeneracy: There exists a P ∈ G, such that
e(P, P ) �= 1GT

.
3) Computability: For all P,Q ∈ G, e(P,Q) can be effi-

ciently computed.

B. Complexity Assumptions

Let p, q,G,GT , P, e be defined as mentioned in Section III-A.
The mathematical problems listed in the following are known to
be hard to solve. These complexity assumptions form the basis
of the security of our protocol.

Fig. 2. Network framework.

1) Discrete logarithm (DL) problem: Given an element Q ∈
G, find x such that Q = xP .

2) Computational Diffie–Hellman (CDH) problem: Given
two elements aP, bP ∈ G, where a, b ∈ Zq are unknown
elements, compute abP .

3) k-Modified bilinear inverse Diffie–Hellman (k-mBIDH)
Problem: Given a1 , a2 , . . . , ak ∈ Z∗

q and sP, τP,
1

s+a1
P, 1

s+a2
P, . . . , 1

s+ak
P ∈ G, where s, τ ∈ Zq are un-

known elements, compute e(P, P )
τ

s + a ∗ for a∗ /∈ {a1 ,
a2 , . . . , ak}.

IV. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK AND SECURITY MODEL

A. Network Framework

There are three types of entities in our proposed AAKA pro-
tocol. The trusted RC, the mobile user, and the MEC server.
Every mobile user and MEC server should register with RC
before they can enjoy or provide system services. The RC is
only responsible for user registration, without participating in
the mutual authentication process, so it can be placed on remote
cloud servers. The RC issues long term secret keys for all mobile
users or MEC servers according to their identities. The mutual
authentication proceeds between a mobile user and any MEC
server he/she wants to access, without the help of the RC. The
network framework is depicted in Fig. 2.

B. Security Requirements

According to the inherent characteristics of MEC environ-
ment, an AAKA protocol should satisfy the following security
requirements.

1) Mutual authentication: Only registered mobile users and
MEC servers are allowed in the MEC ecosystem and they
can verify the legality of each other by executing the
protocol.

2) Session key agreement: Successful execution of the pro-
tocol will generate a common session key shared by the
mobile user and the MEC server for further communica-
tion, while any other user, including the RC, is unable to
get any information about the session key.

3) User anonymity: The mobile user should be anonymous
to everyone except for the RC and the MEC server being
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accessed. Any adversary is unable to obtain user identity
from the intercepted messages.

4) Un-traceability: Except for the specific MEC server been
accessed, any adversary or system user cannot acquire the
activities and behavior patterns of a mobile user from the
intercepted messages.

5) Perfect forward secrecy: It is impossible for an adversary
to learn about the session key in the previous session,
even if he/she knows the long-term secret keys of both
participants.

6) SSO functionality: To enjoy the services from multiple
MEC servers, the mobile user only needs to register with
the RC for once.

7) No online RC: It is not necessary for the RC to keep
online all the time, i.e., after obtaining the private keys,
the mobile user and the MEC server can achieve mutual
authentication without the help of the RC.

8) Resistance against various attacks: The AAKA protocol
should resist against regular attacks including imperson-
ation attack, replay attack, stolen verifier attack, man-in-
the-middle attack, etc.

C. Security Model

The formal security of an identity-based AAKA protocol can
be defined through a game played between a challenger C and an
adversary A. Let Γ be the protocol. P denotes two participants:
the mobile user U and the MEC server MS. Πi

P means the oracle
machine of ith instance of participant P . A interacts with Γ by
issuing a series of queries to the oracle machine adaptively and
acquires the information he/she needs from the responses. The
oracle queries issued by A are listed as follows.

1) h(m): When A submits a message m to the hash oracle,
the oracle first checks if m has been asked before. If
yes, return the same value. Otherwise, randomly choose a
number r and return r to A.

2) Extract(ID): This query models A’s ability of corrupting
a legal entity and obtaining the private key of it. When A
queries this oracle with identity ID, the oracle returns the
private key corresponding to ID.

3) Send(P i, Msg): This query models ability of the adver-
saryA to launch an active attack. WhenA sends a message
Msg to the oracle Πi

P , the oracle responses with the result
that would be output by the real protocol. A can start the
protocol by issuing a Send(P i, Start) query.

4) Reveal(P i): When A makes this query, the oracle returns
the session key of instance Πi

P if it has been successfully
produced, otherwise returns a ⊥.

5) Execute(Ui, MSj ): This models the passive eavesdrop-
ping over the public channel. When A issues such a query,
the oracle runs the protocol between the instances Πi

U and
Πj

MS according to the routines, and returns all the messages
exchanged during the process.

6) Test(Πi
P ): The adversary A can submit this query for only

once. The oracle chooses a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}. If b = 1,
the oracle returns the real session key ski

U . Otherwise,
returns a random value of the same size.

Note that we replace the traditional Corrupt oracle with
Extract(ID). In the identity-based cryptography, the long-term
private key is exactly the output of Extract(ID).

TABLE I
NOTATIONS IN THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL

Partnership: Two instances Πi
U and Πj

MS are said to be part-
ners if:

1) Πi
U and Πj

MS exchange messages directly;
2) Πi

U and Πj
MS agree on the same session key sk;

3) there is no other instance accepts sk except for Πi
U and

Πj
MS.

Freshness: An instance Πi
P is fresh if the session key sk has

been accepted and Reveal and Extract oracles have never been
queried on Πi

P and its partner.
The following two security definitions come from the afore-

mentioned game.
After receiving the response from Test query, A outputs a bit

b′ as its guess of b. If b′ = b, then A successfully breaking the
semantic security of the protocol. The advantage ofA is denoted
as AdvAK A

Γ (A) = |2Pr[b = b′] − 1|.
Definition 1 (AKA-security): An AAKA protocol is said to

be AKA-secure if for any efficient adversary A, its advantage
AdvAK A

Γ (A) is negligible.
If A can forge the messages transmitted during the aforemen-

tioned process on behalf of a participant and the forged message
is accepted by its partner, we say that A successfully breaks
the mutual authentication of the protocol. Let Eu−ms denote the
event that A successfully impersonates the user U and produces
a legal login message, and Ems−u denote the event that A pro-
duces a legal response message. The corresponding advantage
is defined as AdvM A

Γ (A) = Pr[Eu−ms] + Pr[Ems−u ].
Definition 2 (MA-security): An AAKA protocol is said to

be MA-secure if for any efficient adversary A, its advantage
AdvM A

Γ (A) in the aforementioned game is negligible.

V. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we illustrate the proposed AAKA protocol in
detail. Main notations used in the protocol are listed in Table I.

A. System Setup

In the setup phase, the RC initializes all the system parameters
needed in the protocol as follows.
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Fig. 3. Mobile user registration.

1) RC selects a cyclic additive group G over a nonsingular
elliptic curve E/Fp , a multiplicative group GT , both with
the same order q. RC also chooses a bilinear map e : G ×
G → GT , a generator P of G and computes g = e(P, P ).

2) RC randomly chooses s, ŝ ∈ Z∗
q , and computes Ppub =

sP, P̂pub = ŝP .
3) RC selects six secure hash functions h0 : {0, 1}∗ × G →

Z∗
q , h1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q , h2 : GT → {0, 1}∗ × G × G,
h3 : {0, 1}∗ × G × G × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q , h4 : {0, 1}∗ ×
{0, 1}∗ × G × G × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q , h5 : G × {0, 1}∗ ×
{0, 1}∗ × G × G → {0, 1}∗.

4) RC publishes the system parameters (G,GT , e, P,

Ppub, P̂pub, g, h0 , h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 , h5) and keeps (s, ŝ) as the
master private key.

B. User Registration

The mobile user U submits his/her registration request to RC.
RC extracts the long-term private key for U . U and RC interact
through a secure channel as follows.

1) U selects his/her unique identity IDu and sends it to RC
with the registration request.

2) On receiving the request of U , RC randomly chooses
ru ∈ Z∗

q , and computes Ru = ruP , hu = h0(IDu ||Ru ),
SIDu = (ru + shu ) mod q.

3) RC sends (Ru, SIDu ) to U as his/her private key.
The registration process is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

C. MEC Server Registration

In this phase, MEC server MS registers with RC through a
secure channel. RC extracts the long-term private key for MS.
Details follow.

1) MS sends its registration request to RC.
2) RC selects a unique identity IDms for MS, and computes

hms = h1(IDms), SIDms = 1
ŝ+hms

P .
3) RC sends SIDms to MS.
The aforementioned process is depicted in Fig. 4.

D. Mutual Authentication

In this phase, the mobile user U and the MEC server MS
authenticate each other and negotiate a common session key SK
for further communication.

1) U randomly selects a number x ∈ Z∗
q , and calcu-

lates gx = gx , X = xP , M = x(P̂pub + h1(IDms)P ),
N = h2(gx) ⊕ (IDu ||Ru ||X), σ = SIDu + xh3(IDu

Fig. 4. MEC server registration.

||Ru ||X||Tu ), where Tu is the current timestamp. U
sends (M,N, σ, Tu ) to MS via a public channel.

2) On receiving the login request from U , MS first
checks if the timestamp is fresh. If not, MS ter-
minates the session. Otherwise, MS calculates g′x =
e(M,SIDms), ID′

u ||R′
u ||X ′ = h2(g′x) ⊕ N , W = R′

u +
h0(ID′

U ||R′
u )Ppub. MS then checks if the equation

σP = W + h3(ID′
u ||R′

u ||X ′||Tu )X ′ holds. If not, MS
rejects the request and aborts the session. Otherwise,
MS chooses a random number y ∈ Z∗

q , computes Y =
yP , t = h4(ID′

u ||IDms||X ′||Y ||Tms), Kms−u = y(tX +
W ), where Tms is the current timestamp. MS sets the ses-
sion key SKms−u = h5(Kms−u ||ID′

u ||IDms||X ′||Y ) and
sends (t, Y, Tms) to U .
Notice that we have IDu = ID′

u , Ru = R′
u , X = X ′ from

the following two equations:

g′x = e(M,SIDms)

= e

(
x(P̂pub + h1(IDms)P ),

1
ŝ + h1(IDms)

P

)

= e

(
x(ŝP + h1(IDms)P ),

1
ŝ + h1(IDms)

P

)

= e

(
x(ŝ + h1(IDms))P,

1
ŝ + h1(IDms)

P

)

= e(P, P )x(ŝ+h1 (IDms))· 1
ŝ + h 1 ( IDms)

= e(P, P )x

= gx (1)

and

σP = (SIDu + xh3(IDu ||Ru ||X||Tu ))P

= ((ru + shu ) + xh3(IDu ||Ru ||X||Tu ))P

= ruP + h0(IDu ||Ru )Ppub

+ h3(IDu ||Ru ||X||Tu )X

= W + h3(IDu ||Ru ||X||Tu )X. (2)

3) On receiving the response from MS, U first checks if
Tms is fresh. If not, U terminates the session. Otherwise,
U continues to check if t = h4(IDu ||IDms||X||Y ||Tms)
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Fig. 5. Mutual authentication.

holds. If not, U aborts the session. Otherwise, U calcu-
lates Ku−ms = (SIDu + xt)P , and sets the session key
SKu−ms = h5(Ku−ms||IDu ||IDms||X||Y ).

From the aforementioned process we can see

Kms−u = y(tX ′ + W )

= y(h4(ID′
u ||IDms||X||Y ||Tms)xP + ruP

+ h0(ID′
u ||R′

u )Ppub)

= h4(IDu ||IDms||X||Y ||Tms)xyP + ruyP + huysP

= (h4(IDu ||IDms||X||Y ||Tms)xy + ruy + syhu )P
(3)

and

Ku−ms = (SIDu + xt)Y

= (ru + shu + xh4(IDu ||IDms||X||Y ||Tms))yP

= (ruy + syhu + h4(IDu ||IDms||X||Y ||Tms)xy)P.
(4)

So, Kms−u = Ku−ms, and thus SKms−u = SKu−ms. The co-
incidence of the produced session key are guaranteed.

The authentication phase is depicted in Fig. 5.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

We first prove the proposed protocol is AKA-secure and
MA-secure under the security model defined in Section IV-C,

provided that DL, CDH, and k-mBIDH assumptions hold and
all the hash functions are simulated as random oracles. Then,
we explain how the proposed protocol satisfies the security re-
quirements mentioned in Section IV-B.

A. Provable Security

To illustrate that the proposed protocol provides mutual au-
thentication, we first prove that A cannot forge a legal login
message of some target mobile user, even if he/she can extract
private keys of other mobile users and MEC servers. As the
following lemma shows.

Lemma 1: Suppose there is an adversary A, which can gen-
erate a valid login message in the protocol with nonnegligible
probability ε, then there is challenger C, which can solve the DL
problem with probability

ε1 ≥
(

1 − 1
q

)qe
(

1 − 1
qe

) (
1 − 1

qs

)
1
qe

ε

where qe , qs denote the upper bound of the Send and Extract
queries made by A, respectively.

Proof: Suppose there is a DL instance P,Q = sP ∈ G,
where s is unknown to C. C runs the Setup algorithm, gen-
erates system parameters p, q,G,GT , e, P, ŝ, and sets Ppub =
Q, P̂pub = ŝP . C maintains six hash lists Lhi

(i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
to record the outputs of the random oracles, a user list Lu

and an MEC server list Lms to record the private keys re-
turns by the Extract oracle, respectively, and a list Ls to
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record information exchanged in the specific instance during
the simulation. All the lists are initially empty. C publishes
two groups of identities IDU = {IDu1 , IDu2 , . . . , IDuq e

} and
IDMS = {IDms1 , IDms2 , . . . , IDmsq e

}.A picks an IDu∗
i

from IDU

as the target user.
C runs A as a subroutine and answers A’s queries as follows.

Without loss of generality, we assume that A always queries
identities in the aforementioned group and all the needed hash
oracles have been queried before other related oracles being
queried.

1) hi(m): When A makes a hash query hi(m) on input m,
C first looks up the list Lhi

for the entry (m,hi(m))
and returns hi(m) to A if the entry exists. Otherwise,
C randomly chooses r in the domain of hi() and sets
hi(m) = r. C returns hi(m) to A and adds (m,hi(m)) to
Lhi

.
2) Extract (ID): There are two kinds of Extract queries A

can make, as listed in the following.
a) Extract (IDui

): If ui �= u∗
i , C randomly chooses

rui
, hui

∈ Z∗
q , and sets Rui

= rui
P − hui

Ppub.
C looks up the list Lh0 , if there exists an
entry for (IDui

, Rui
) and h0(IDui

||Rui
) �= hui

,
then C aborts the simulation. Otherwise, C
sets SIDui

= rui
. Obviously (SIDui

, Rui
) is

a valid private key, since SIDui
P = Rui

+
hui

Ppub. C returns (Rui
, SIDui

) to A, and inserts
(IDui

, hui
, Rui

, SIDui
) and (IDui

, Rui
, hui

) into
the list Lu and Lh0 , respectively. If ui = u∗

i , C sim-
ply rejects the query and aborts the game.

b) Extract (IDmsj
): When A makes such a query on

input IDmsj
, C retrieves Lh1 for (IDmsj

, hmsj
), and

computes SIDmsj
= 1

ŝ+hmsj
P . C returns SIDmsj

to

A, and inserts (IDmsj
, SIDmsj

) into Lms.
3) Send (P i,Msg): According to the specification of the

protocol, A can launch three types of Send queries to
simulate the ability of active attack.

a) Send (Uk
i , Start): If A launches such a query, C

checks if ui = u∗
i . If yes, C returns a “⊥” and

aborts. Otherwise, C continues to check if there
is an entry for IDui

in Lu . If yes, C extracts
SIDui

from Lu , or else C generates a private key
SIDui

as it does in Extract(IDui
) query, and adds

(IDui
, hui

, Rui
, SIDui

) to Lu . With this private
key SIDui

, C randomly chooses x ∈ Z∗
q , computes

X = xP and M,N, σ, Tui
as described in the pro-

tocol. C records (IDui
, k, x,X) in Ls , and returns

(M,N, σ, Tui
) to A.

b) Send (MSl
j , (M,N, σ, Tu )): C first checks if IDmsj

in the Lms list. If not, C generates a private key
SIDmsj

for msj as it does in the Extract(IDmsj
)

query, and adds (IDmsj
, hmsj

, SIDmsj
) to Lms. C

then calculates gx = e(M,SIDms) and extracts
IDui

, Rui
,X via IDui

||Rui
||X = N ⊕ h2(gx). C

computes W = Rui
+ h0(IDui

||Rui
)Ppub, and ver-

ifies if σP = W + h3(IDui
||Rui

||X||Tui
)X holds.

If not, C rejects the message. Otherwise, if ui �= u∗
i ,

C randomly chooses y ∈ Z∗
q and produces the re-

sponse (t, Y, Tms) as in the real protocol and returns
it to A. If ui = u∗

i , then A successfully forge a legal
login message and wins the game.

c) Send (Uk
i , (t, Y, Tms)): On receiving this query, C

retrieves (IDui
, k, x,X) in Ls and verifies if t =

h4(IDui
||IDmsj

||X||Y ||Tmsj
) holds. If not, C rejects

the message. Otherwise, C authenticated A.
4) Reveal (Πi

P ). C responses with the correct session key
SK if SK is accepted. Otherwise returns a “⊥.”

Suppose that A successfully submits a valid login message,
e.g., A issues a Send(MSl

j , (M,N, σ, Tui
)) query with ui = u∗

i
and passes the verification. Then, there is an equation

σP = Ru∗
i
+ hu∗

i
Ppub + vX (5)

where v=h3(IDui
||Rui

||X||Tui
). By applying forking lemma,

A and C proceeds the aforementioned procession again, with the
same input randomness and different hash oracle responses, A
may submit another legal message (M ′, N ′, σ′, T ′

ui
), such that

σ′P = Ru∗
i
+ h′

u∗
i
Ppub + vX. (6)

By (5) and (6), we have the following:

(σ − σ′)P = (hu∗
i
− h′

u∗
i
)Ppub = (hu∗

i
− h′

u∗
i
)sP.

C outputs (σ − σ′)(hu∗
i
− h′

u∗
i
)−1 mod q as the solution to

the DL problem.
In order to evaluate the advantage of C, we define the follow-

ing events.
1) E1 : The simulation process was not aborted in midway.
2) E2 : A submits a Send(MSl

j , Msg) query, where Msg =
(M,N, σ, T ) is a legal login message of user Ui and
Extract(IDui

) has never been queried before.
3) E3 : In the forged login message, IDui

= IDu∗
i
.

C will abort the simulation in three cases.
1) There is a h0 hash collusion in the Extract(IDui

) query,
Since rui

, hui
are all selected randomly, the probability is

1
q .

2) A queries Extract(IDu∗
i
). The probability is 1

qe
.

3) A issues a Send(Uk
i , Start) query with ui = u∗

i . The prob-
ability is 1

qs
.

Therefore

Pr[E1 ] =
(

1 − 1
q

)qe
(

1 − 1
qe

)(
1 − 1

qs

)
.

It is obvious that

Pr[E2 |E1 ] ≥ ε

and

Pr[E3 |E2 ∧ E1 ] =
1
qe

.

Suppose the probability that C solves DL problem is ε1 . From
the aforementioned analysis, we have

ε1 = Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ]

= Pr[E1 ]Pr[E2 |E1 ]Pr[E3 |E2 ∧ E1 ]

=
(

1 − 1
q

)qe
(

1 − 1
qe

) (
1 − 1

qs

)
1
qe

ε (7)

as desired.
Next, we show that it is infeasible for an adversary A to forge

a valid response message of a MEC server, even if he/she can
corrupt other mobile users and MEC servers. �
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Lemma 2: Suppose there is an adversary A, which can im-
personate a MEC server and forge a response message with
nonnegligible probability ε, then there is challenger C, which
can solve the k-mBIDH problem with probability

ε1 ≥
(

1 − 1
q

)qe
(

1 − 1
qe

) (
1 − 1

qs

)
1

qh3

ε

where qh3 , qs , qe denotes the upper bound of the h3 , Send, and
Extract queries made by A, respectively.

Proof: Suppose there is a k-mBIDH instance P, sP, τP ,
{e1 , e2 , . . . , ek ∈ Z∗

q }, and 1
s+e1

P, 1
s+e2

P, . . . , 1
s+ek

P , where

s, τ is unknown to C. C tries to compute e(P, P )
τ

s + e ∗ for some
e∗ /∈ {e1 , e2 , . . . , ek}. Here, we assume that k ≥ qe .

C runs the setup algorithm, generates system parame-
ters p, q,G,GT , P , and sets Ppub = sP . C maintains six
hash lists Lhi

(i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), a user list Lu , a MEC
server list Lms. All lists are initially empty. C publishes
two groups of identities IDU = {IDu1 , IDu2 , . . . , IDuq e

} and
IDMS = {IDms1 , IDms2 , . . . , IDmsq e

}. A picks an IDms∗j from
IDMS as the target server. Without loss of generality, we as-
sume that all the needed hash oracles have been asked before
other related oracles being queried.

The hi (i = 0, 2, 3, 4, 5), Reveal, and Test oracles are sim-
ulated in the same way with lemma 1. h1 , Extract, and Send
oracles are simulated as follows.

1) h1(IDmsj
): On receiving this query, C checks if

IDms∗j = IDmsj
. If not, C sets h1(IDmsj

) = ej . Otherwise,
h1(IDmsj

) = e∗. C inserts (IDmsj
, h1(IDmsj

)) into Lh1 .
2) Extract (ID): There are two kinds of Extract queries A

can make, as listed below.
a) Extract (IDui

): C randomly chooses rui
, hui

∈
Z∗

q , and sets Rui
= rui

P − hui
Ppub. C looks

up the list Lh0 , if there exists an entry for
(IDui

, Rui
) and h0(IDui

||Rui
) �= hui

, then C
aborts the simulation. Otherwise, C sets SIDui

=
rui

and returns (Rui
, SIDui

) to A, and inserts
(IDui

, hui
, Rui

, SIDui
) and (IDui

, Rui
, hui

) into
the list Lu and Lh0 , respectively.

b) Extract(IDmsj
): If IDmsj

�= IDms∗j , C sets

h1(IDmsj
) = ej , SIDmsj

= 1
s+ej

P . C returns

SIDmsj
to A, and inserts (IDmsj

, ej ) into Lh1 and
(IDmsj

, SIDmsj
) into Lms. If IDmsj

= IDms∗j , C sets
h1(IDms∗j ) = e∗, adds (IDms∗j , h1(IDms∗j )) into Lh1 ,
and returns a “⊥.”

3) Send(P i,Msg): According to the specification of the
protocol, A can launch three types of Send queries to
simulate the ability of active attack.

a) Send(Uk
i , Start): If the partner Ui’s partner is

MS∗
j , C sets M = τP , and computes N,σ, Tui

in
a regular way and returns (M,N, σ, Tui

). Other-
wise, C extracts SIDui

from Lu , and generates a
login message according to the rules in the protocol
and records (IDui

, k, x,X) in Ls .
b) Send(MSl

j , (M,N, σ, Tu )): C first checks if
IDmsj

= IDms∗j . If not, C extracts SIDmsj
from Lmsj

and verifies the validity of the signature. C then ran-
domly chooses y ∈ Z∗

q , computes t, Y, Tmsj
as the

protocol describes, and returns it to A. If not, C
rejects the message.

c) Send(Uk
i , (t, Y, Tms)): On receiving this query,

C retrieves (IDui
, k, x,X) in Ls and verifies if

t = h4(IDui
||IDmsj

||X||Y ||Tmsj
) holds. If not, C

rejects the message. Otherwise, C authenticated A.
And what is more, if the partner is Πl

ms∗j
, then A

successfully forge a response message.
At the end of the simulation, suppose A submits a

Send(Uk
i , Msg) with a legal response message (t, Y, Tms), and

the partner is Πl
ms∗j

, then C can solve the k-mBIDH problem

in the following way. C randomly picks a tuple (gx, h2(gx))
in Lh2 and outputs gx as the solution of k-mBIDH prob-
lem. This is because if A submits a valid authenticator t =
h4(IDui

||IDms∗j ||X||Y ), he/she must have recover correct IDui

from IDui
||Rui

= h2(gx) ⊕ N , thus he/she must have queried
gx on h2() oracle. And we have

gx = e
(
M,SIDms∗j

)
= e

(
τP,

1
s + e∗

P

)
= e(P, P )

τ
s + e ∗ .

In order to analyze the advantage of C, we define the following
events.

1) E1: The simulation is not aborted.
2) E2: A submits a Send(Uk

i , Msg) query, where Msg =
(t, Y, Tms) is a legal response message of MEC server
msj and Extract(IDmsj

) has never been queried before.
3) E3: IDmsj

= IDms∗j .
4) E4: C picked a correct tuple.
From the aforementioned analysis we can see that

Pr[E1 ] = (1 − 1
q )qe (1 − 1

qe
)(1 − 1

qs
), Pr[E2 |E1 ] ≥ ε, Pr[E3

|E2 ∧ E1 ] = 1
qe

, Pr[E4 |E3 ∧ E2 ∧ E1 ] = 1
qh 2

. Therefore

Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ∧ E4 ]

= Pr[E4 |E3 ∧ E2 ∧ E1 ]Pr[E3 |E2 ∧ E1 ]Pr[E2 |E1 ]Pr[E1 ]

≥
(

1 − 1
q

)qe
(

1 − 1
qe

)(
1 − 1

qs

)
1

qh2

ε

which concludes the proof. �
Lemmas 1 and 2 illustrate that it is infeasible for an efficient

adversary to produce a legal login or response message. In other
words, U and the MS can authenticate each other by executing
the protocol. Therefore, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 1: The proposed protocol is MA-secure suppose
DL problem and k-mBIDH problem is hard.

The following theorem shows that the proposed protocol is
AKA-secure provided that CDH problem is hard.

Theorem 2: Suppose there is an adversary A, which wins
the AKA game and outputs a correct b′ = b with nonnegligible
probability, then there is a challenger C, which can solve the
CDH problem with nonnegligible probability.

Proof: Suppose A wins the AKA game with an advantage
ε. We define the following events.

1) Esk : A gets a correct session key in the response of Test
query.

2) EU : A Test query to the instance ΠUi
is successfully

invoked.
3) EM S : A Test query to the instance ΠMSj

is successfully
invoked.
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4) Eu−ms: A successfully breaks the user-to-MEC authen-
tication.

5) Ems−u : A successfully breaks the MEC-top-user authen-
tication.

Since the probability that A outputs a correct b is at least 1/2,
so we have Pr[Esk] ≥ ε

2 . From the constraint on the Test query,
the following inequality holds:

Pr[Esk] = Pr[Esk ∧ EU ] + Pr[Esk ∧ EMS¬Eu−ms]

+ Pr[Esk ∧ EMS ∧ ¬Eu−ms]

≤ Pr[Esk ∧ EU ] + Pr[Eu−ms]

+ Pr[Esk ∧ EMS ∧ ¬Eu−ms].

Then, we have

Pr[Esk ∧ EU ] + Pr[Esk ∧ EMS ∧ ¬Eu−ms]

≥ Pr[Esk] − Pr[Eu−ms]

≥ ε

2
− Pr[Eu−ms].

Since Pr[EMS ∧ ¬Eu−ms] = Pr[EU ], then

Pr[Esk ∧ EU ] ≥ ε

4
− Pr[Eu−ms]

2
.

Note that the event Esk ∧ EU means A successfully imper-
sonate U and gets SKu−ms = (SIDu + xt)Y and A can com-
pute xY = t−1(Ku−ms − SIDuY ), which is the solution of
CDH problem.

Suppose ε is nonnegligible. From Lemma 1, Pr[Eu−ms] is
negligible, so Pr[Esk ∧ EU ] is also nonnegligible.

Therefore, if A outputs the correct b with an nonnegligible
advantage, then C can solve the CDH with an nonnegligible
probability either. This concludes the proof. �

B. Further Security Analysis

In addition to the aforementioned formal security proof, we
also provide evidences to explain that the above protocol sat-
isfies the secure requirements presented in Section IV-B, and
withstands various attacks [32]–[34].

The proposed protocol provides the following security prop-
erties.

1) No online RC: In the proposed protocol, RC has not been
involved in the mutual authentication phase at all. It only
needs to be online at the registration phase.

2) SSO: After receiving a login request, the MEC server de-
crypts the login message with its own private key, then
extracts the user identity and verifies the user’s legality
with his/her identity and the system public key. In the
whole process, the MEC server need not save any per-
sonal information related to the mobile user. Therefore,
the mobile user needs to register with the RC for only
once, and then he/she can login to any MEC server as
he/she desired.

3) Mutual authentication: Although MA-security has been
formally proved in Section VI-A, we still provide instinct
analysis for this issue. The mobile user authenticates the
MEC server by encrypting his/her identity with the pub-
lic key of the MEC server, so that it can only be decrypt
by the target server, while the MEC server authenticates

a mobile user by verifying the user’s signature σ with-
out knowing additional personal information about the
user.

4) Session key agreement: Equations (3) and (4) show that the
mobile user and the MEC server would agree on a common
session key SK = SKms−u = SKu−ms. The hardness of
the CDH problem assures that this session key will not be
obtained by any other participants or adversaries.

5) User anonymity: In the proposed protocol, the mobile
user’s identity IDu is sent to MEC server in a masked
form, namely, N = h2(gx) ⊕ (IDu ||Ru ||X). It is infea-
sible for an adversary to extract IDu from N without
knowing about gx . Moreover, if A wants to compute gx

from M = x(Ppub + h1(IDms)P ), he/she has to solve the
k − mBIDH problem. A cannot extract x from σ either,
since, SIDu ,Ru ,X are all unknown to A. Therefore, the
proposed protocol can guarantee user’s anonymity.

6) Un-traceability: In the proposed protocol, random num-
bers x and y are chosen in every new session, so that the
exchanged messages (M,N, σ) and (t, Y ) are different
in each session. The adversary cannot find any relation-
ship among these messages in two different sessions and
cannot trace the mobile user’s behavior. Therefore, the
proposed protocol can guarantee un-traceability.

7) Perfect forward secrecy: Suppose the long-term private
keys of both the mobile user and the MEC server are
leaked and the adversary A has intercepted all the ex-
changed messages (M,N, σ, Tu ) and (t, Y, Tms) on the
channel. We might as well assume that IDu ,X are also
obtained by the adversary. We claim that as long as
the random value x and y are kept secret to the ad-
versary, the session key is safe. To obtain the session
key SK = SKms−u = h5(Kms−u ||IDu ||IDms, ||X ||Y ) =
SKu−ms = h5(Ku−ms||IDu ||IDms||X||Y ), the adversary
needs to know Kms−u = y(tX + W ) or Ku−ms =
(SIDu+ xt)Y . He/she has to compute yX or xY even
if he/she has already known t,X, Y,W and SIDu . It is
infeasible for the adversary to do so if he/she does not
know the random value x or y. The hardness comes from
the CDH assumption. So the protocol provides perfect
forward secrecy.

Furthermore, the proposed protocol can resist against the fol-
lowing attacks.

1) User impersonation attack: If an external or an internal ad-
versary wants to impersonate a mobile user U , he/she must
produce a legitimate login message (M,N, σ), where σ is
actually a signature of U on (IDu , Ru ,X). The adversary
cannot produce such a signature without U ’s private key
SIDu . So he/she cannot impersonate the mobile user U .

2) MEC server impersonation attack: In the login message
(M,N, σ), the mobile user U encrypts (IDu , Ru ,X) us-
ing the identity of the MEC server IDmsj

. Without the
corresponding private key SIDms, the adversary
cannot extract (IDu ,X) from the login message,
thus he cannot produce a correct authenticator t =
h4(IDu ||IDms||X||Y ). Therefore, the adversary cannot
impersonate the MEC server.

3) Stolen verifier attack: The MEC server need not save any
information related to any mobile user for mutual authen-
tication. In other words, there is no verifier table to be
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TABLE II
SECURITY COMPARISON

stolen. Therefore, the protocol is invulnerable to stolen
verifier attack.

4) Man-in-the-middle attack: From the authentication pro-
cess, we can see that the mobile user’s identity can be
verified by the MEC server through his/her signature σ,
and the MEC server has to extract the user’s identity in-
formation IDu and Ru with its private key. An adversary
cannot produce a valid message by itself without knowing
corresponding secret key. Therefore, the proposed proto-
col withstands man-in-the-middle attack.

5) Replay attack: We use the timestamp in the protocol; the
replayed message can be detected by checking the fresh-
ness of the corresponding timestamp.

C. Security Comparisons

A comparison of the security properties between the proposed
scheme and two privacy-preserving authentication schemes de-
signed for MCC environment [7], [8] is provided in Table II. We
use “√” and “×” to represent whether the scheme is satisfies
respective security property or not. Table II mentions that Tsai
et al.’s scheme [7] is vulnerable to impersonation attack, and
thus fails to achieve mutual authentication, session key security,
anonymity, un-traceability, and cannot resist man-in-the-middle
attack [23]; Irshad et al.’s [8], [25] cannot guarantee perfect
forward privacy and does not provide a formal security reduc-
tion [35]. Our scheme, however, can meet all the listed security
requirements.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of the AAKA protocol in terms
of computational costs and communicational costs, and compare
it with that of Tsai et al.’s [7] protocol and Irshad et al.’s [8]
protocol. Both are identity-based privacy-preserving protocols.

In order to reflect the different computing power of the MEC
servers and the mobile devices, we implement the basic op-
erations on two different platforms. The MEC server is simu-
lated on a cloud platform provided by Alibaba, with an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 0 @ 2.30 GHz, 1 GB RAM and Ubuntu
14.04 for 64 b operation system. The mobile device is simu-
lated on a Google Nexus One smart phone with 2 GHz ARM
CPU armeabi-v7a, 300 MiB RAM, and Android 4.4.2 operation
system.

We chooses a 512-b prime number p and an additive elliptic
curve group G over Fp , as well as the type-1 Ate pairing e :
G × G → GT , where G and GT are groups with a 160-b prime

TABLE III
RUNNING TIME OF BASIC OPERATIONS (MS)

Fig. 6. Computational costs comparison: User side.

Fig. 7. Computational costs comparison: MES server side.

order q. The execution time of the basic operations used in the
schemes are listed in Table III.

We evaluate the computational costs of the authentication
phase, omitting the costs in the registration phase, since the reg-
istration is executed for only once and has little influence on the
whole system performance. The computation costs comparison
of our scheme with Tsai et al.’s scheme [7] and Irshad et al.’s
scheme [8] is in the user side and the MEC server side is de-
picted in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The specific data are listed
in Table IV. The table shows that on the mobile user side, Isai
et al.’s scheme requires 5TGm + 2TGa + Te + Tinv + 5Th

operations (93.604 ms), Irshad et al.’s scheme requires TGb +
5TGm + 2TGa + 2Te + Tinv + 6Th operations (155.681 ms),
while our protocol only needs 4TGm + Te + 5Th operations
(83.449 ms). On the MEC server side, Tsai et al.’s scheme needs
2TGb + 2TGm + 2TGa + 2Te + 5Th operations (15.228 ms),
Irshad et al.’s scheme needs 2TGb + 4TGm + 3TGa + 2Te +
3Th operations (19.171 ms), our scheme needs TGb + 5TGm +
3TGa + 5Th operations (15.206 ms). The comparison shows
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COSTS (MS)

TABLE V
COMMUNICATIONAL COSTS (BITS): A COMPARATIVE SUMMARY

Fig. 8. Communicational costs comparison.

that our protocol has lower computational costs than the other
two protocols. Moreover, we note that the time-consuming bi-
linear pairing operations is only executed by the MEC server,
which is more suitable for mobile environment.

Table V lists the communicational costs of these three proto-
cols. |G|, |GT |, and |Zq | denote the size of the element in group
G, GT , and Zq , respectively, which is 1024, 1024,160 b in our
settings. |ID| is the length of an user’s identity, and we set it
as 32 B, e.g., 256 b. |H| is the length of the output of a hash
function, which is dependent on its domain size. For a regular
hash, we assume it to be 256 b. |T | denotes the length of the
timestamp, which we set as 32 b. Table V and Fig. 8 shows that
Tsai et al.’s protocol needs to transmit 4608 b during authenti-
cation, Irshad et al.’s protocol needs to transmit 5632 b, while
our scheme needs to transmit 4736 b. Our scheme has lower
communicational costs than that of Irshad et al.’s scheme, but a
little higher than Tsai et al.’s scheme. But in our scheme, it needs
only one round message exchange, while Tsai et al.’s scheme
needs two rounds message exchange. Besides, in Tsai et al.’s
and Irshad et al.’s scheme, it is necessary to send a login request
first and we omit the communication costs of that part. More-
over, Tsai et al.’s protocol has been proved to be invulnerable
to impersonate attacks, while our protocol can withstand it.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The role of cryptographic protocols in secure communica-
tion remains crucial, and will be increasingly so in our inter-
connected society. In this paper, we presented an identity-based
AAKA protocol designed to be deployed in a MEC environment.

The protocol is also designed to achieve both user anonymity
and nontraceability, and allows a registered mobile user to ac-
cess multiple MEC servers with only a single registration. In
addition, the mutual authentication between the user and the
MEC server requires only a single round of message exchange.
We proved the security of the proposed protocol (i.e., MA-
security and AKA security) and explained how it also meets
other desirable security requirements. Findings from our per-
formance evaluation also demonstrated that the protocol does
not incur significant computational and communication costs,
while achieving the discussed security properties.

Future research includes extending the protocol to achieving
other security properties, for example due to changes in regula-
tion or other environmental factors.
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